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Acknowledgement
I am grateful to live, work and learn on beautiful sovereign Gadigal Country where this work
was created and is being exhibited. I acknowledge the people of the Eora Nation, the
Traditional Custodians of these lands, whose cultures are among the oldest living cultures in
human history. Sovereignty was never ceded. I pay my respects to the Spirits of the Land, the
Elders, past, present and emerging. Always was, always will be.
May we collectively honour the diverse lands that we have come from, the lineages within us
and the herstories that have birthed and re-birthed us to meet here at this time and in this
place.

Abya Yala

vamos a dejar de llamar nuestras tierras ‘las americas’

let’s abolish the colonial maps that said our lands were ever divided. let’s honour the
rivers, the mountain ranges, the gradual changes from rainforest to jungle to desert to
grasslands. and if we are honouring the land, we should also respect the people who hold the
knowledge of the land. from turtle island to abya yala, los ancestros se caminaron toda la
tierra. the rivers were our first roads and even hidden by the sea the land is one continuous
entity. talajau y los pajaros me mandaron decir, spirit is not constrained as we are by
geographical distance or linear time. connections like seeds can lie dormant for long periods
but they can germinate from fire, awakened, already remembering their memories oyendau

telar telar telaraña teje teje dia y noche

weaving is everything. weaving is never fixed, in time or place but it is a keeper of time and
remembering of place. weaving is multiple of form in all its physical and non-physical, seen
and unseen properties. a continuous weaving to which we all contribute, to which we all belong
both human and non-human. a weaving is porous, it holds, fills, empties, filters, contracts
and expands. nunca vas a perder el hilo, tu y yo somos el hilo. multilayered, weaving is
within and without. we are woven from and intrinsic to a multi-strand weaving. we are all
weavers - whether we are conscious of our role as a weaver or not. weaving is energy, is
creation, is movement and the tension of connection and disconnection

veo veo que ves? veo el pluriverso entero

weaving is expansion and contraction, the narrowing and widening of a river and the time I
outgrew the safety of my aunty teresa’s lap and snuggling into her hand-knitted woollen
cardigan un nidito

un lugar en la memoria, un lugar en la tierra

my many-many-times-great grandmother shows herself to me with coral snakes writhing round her
left foot. I suspect it is through her that I am remembering to be both tejedora and
sahumadora. this work is not yet finished, le falta. the coral snakes are here, the caipy, the
mulita, the karumbé y algunos de los demas. this abya yala looks like something out of an
Horacio Quiroga story of the jungle neither of us actually saw with our own eyes. they will
call it magical realism, they will say its a fantasy, a syncretism y que eso no es de aca, se
lo invento todo. against violent denials of our existence, here we are somewhere between
recognition and contradiction, the one constant is change y que la tierra nos necesita y
nosotros a ella. in our imagination there is a place where we can be together.
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mautiblá/mulita
mulita is a hispanized version of the charrúa word
mautiblá. The mulita is a southern long nosed armadillo
(Dasypus hybridus) native to Uruguay and parts of bordering
Brazil and Argentina. My dad used to tell stories of
hunting the mulita and the particular process of preparing,
cooking and eating the meat, due to its strong outer shell
and something about avoiding the scent glands. They are a
protected species now and are commonly seen and found in
countryside areas. Unlike other species of armadillo found
in Uruguay like the tatu and the peludo that can be found
in other regions all the way to the United States, the
mulita has a much smaller range. The mulita is often
identified by having anywhere between six to eight
concentric ‘bands’ of scales on its back.
The armadillo frequently appears in First Nations stories
from all across abya yala, including the Maya, Aztecs,
Kayapó and other Amazonian peoples and riverine area
tribes. Mulita often features in narratives of shifting
human-land relationships and is seen as a symbol of
fertility.

About me
I am a brown skinned woman, of West African Bantu, Abya Yala and Iberian ancestry. I was born on
Charrúa Land, Montevideo, Uruguay and migrated to so called Australia in 1986 and have resided on
Gadigal Land ever since. The process of making for me opens a space to my ancestral lineages and
related Indigenous ways of being and knowing that are also dependent on an active and reciprocal
relationship to nature/place/land.

My art practice is therefore indivisible from my spiritual practice, my ancestral connections and
how I navigate this world. My personal journey often mirrors the collective human journey we find
ourselves in to be in right-relationship with ourselves, the communities we are part of and our
environment.
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